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Hard-working, multi-tasking Medical Executive Assistant with outstanding 
telephone, scheduling and documentation skills. Competent Medical Billing 
professional with ability to manage a busy medical office and provide excellent 
customer service to all patients.

2005 – 2009
MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/HEALTH UNIT COORDINATOR - 
ABC CORPORATION

 Performed various secretarial/clerical duties such as documenting, 
photocopying, faxing, mailing, and organizing filing system.

 Answered telephones and transferred calls to appropriate staff members.
 Sorted and distributed incoming communication data, including faxes, letters 

and emails Monitored and maintained the organizations website.
 Interacted with organizational staff, executives, clients, vendors and visitors on 

a daily basis.
 Organized the scheduling of meetings, conferences, and events; distributed 

minutes for them.
 Took care of staff office space, weekly schedules, phones, parking and office 

keys.
 Maintained the office database - retrieved and organized information for 

individual employees and clients.

2001 – 2005
MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT - DECYPHER TECHNOLOGIES

 I schedule/cancel appointments, answer phones, document patients paper 
work, Put in telephone consults, scan and look up patient documents, walk 
patients in to providers or nurses, look up information in Alta or CHCS system 
and also Book for Specialty Provider.

 Send patients to the ER as directed.
 Skills Used -Communication- Im able to communicate with the patients and 

medical staff with a great and positive attitude.
 Also follow up with the patients to ensure their needs where meant and taken 

care of.
 Front Desk Office skills- Scheduling appointments and greeting patients, 

answering phones, verifying patient demographics and updating it in the 
computer system.

 Cancel and no show appointments also pulling and filling patient charts.
 Patience- Im able to keep calm and maintain focus if things get very busy, that 

way the patients are calm while things are being taken care of.
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EDUCATION

AA in Spanish - (4-D College Loma Linda - Redlands, CA)

SKILLS

Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel.
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